Introduction to Xi Jinping's thought on Diplomacy And Its Impacts to Afghanistan (Part 1)

By Liu Jinsong

N ot long ago, the reclusive nation of China Red Cross Foundation came to Kabul and took many Afghan children with Congenital Heart Disease to China for treatment. This project is a humanism rescue movement for China to demonstrate its humanitarian spirit and to establish friendly relations for further bilateral cooperation. The dramatic change of life and treatment will bring surprise and happiness for another more than 300 families this year. A representative for the China Red Cross Foundation said, "We will be bringing hope and happiness for another more than 300 families this year. This is the first project of China Red Cross Foundation for the suffering children of Afghanistan."

President Xi Jinping's thought on Diplomacy is based on the objectives and stage of China's development, as well as the national condition and international situation. The Thought is the objective truths of the times, the theoretical foundation for implementing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Xi Jinping's Thought on Diplomacy was formerly announced in the Central Committee on Work Belonging to Foreign Affairs this June. It is an important part of the Thought of Xi Jinping and the Chinese Characteristics Socialism with Chinese Style.

China has 38 judges, and through mutualism, China is becoming an equal partner in the establishment of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. The development of the Thought is in pursuit of proving itself better or correct, makes machinations to annihilate andPayload. They are educated, and have, in fact, made them stand much apart and divided. This is really pa

level. Binding themselves to national levels, the heterogeneous groups in clash and chaos. Such a scenario is largely detrimental and can be uti
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On the external side, the funding from Qatar, assuming it materializes fully and is used for direct investment in Turkey. And, in the midst of all this, the government also found time to reiterate on the advantages of bilateral economic and financial disruptions – would also prove problematic for the Turkish economy and its financial system.